Media literacy campaigns champion systematic thinking and high elaboration in the fight against fake news. However, they often overlook an ancient tool for discrediting demagogues and destroying disinformation: satire. This essay explores how satirist Stephen Colbert used irony in his 2010 congressional testimony, arguing that Colbert's shift from Socratic to Sophistic irony encouraged listeners to think for themselves through a more central information-processing route. The essay concludes that irony increases recognition of fake news, but warns that an overreliance on Sophistic irony undermines an appreciation of truth, and requires the reintroduction of Socratic irony as a counter balance.
White House Correspondents' Dinner, which turned into a string of one-liners roasting President George W. Bush. Colbert's speech was still witty and sardonic, but it invited members of Congress, fellow witnesses, members of the press, and the entire present and extended audience to recognize the humor of the speech and its critique of the proceedings.
COLBERT'S INVITATION TO TESTIFY
In order to find subjects for his work Colbert occasionally had to step out from The timbre of the hearing was serious and austere. Representative Lofgren opened the hearing by commenting; "we realize there is great interest in the plight of migrant farm workers in America" but instructed that the press, primarily there to capture Colbert's appearance, should pull back from the table so that the subcommittee members can see all four witnesses. 5 Lofgren also tells the gallery that Capitol Police will remove them if any show of approval or disapproval during the witness testimonies is observed. She then concludes that Colbert "has joined that group of celebrities who will use their media position to benefit others" and 5 
Ibid.
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"his actions are a good example of how using both levity and fame, a media figure can bring attention to a critically important issue for the good of the Nation." 6 Then, Representative Conyers in his opening remarks thanks Colbert for filling the room and bringing media attention to the hearing, but suggests, "now that we have got all this attention, that you excuse yourself and that you let us get on with the three witnesses and all the other members there." 7 Conyers clarifies that he is asking Colbert not to talk, and to leave the Committee room completely.
At the chairwoman's intervention Colbert is allowed to stay, but it is clear that the majority of the committee members see him as a distraction, not a witness. 
SOPHISTIC IRONY IN GORGIAS'S ENCOMIUM OF HELEN
While Socratic irony is concerned with finding out the limits of human wisdom
by showing that all one can claim to know is how little one knows, Sophistic irony plays with possibilities through interaction with the audience and the use of tropes.
Through these playful opportunities, the audience skips ahead, reaching conclusions before the speaker states them. Gorgias provides an example of sophistic irony through the tropes he uses in his Encomium of Helen. Through parody, paradox, and frigidity, Gorgias invites his audience's playful participation, both entertaining them with his speech and instructing them in ancient media literacy. In order to fully appreciate Gorgias's speech, his audience would need to process its tropes through a central route, thus actively participating in the ironic critique and learning how to repeat Gorgias's methods on their own. The following paragraphs treat on these themes from Gorgias style in order to show how Sophistic irony works, and why Gorgias and Colbert employ it.
Consigny defines parody as playfully standing alongside various established genres in the culture, and adapting to its conventions while playfully differentiating writing and speaking from the conventions of that genre. 13 In the Encomium, clear that Leda was her mother, while as a father she had in fact a god, though allegedly a mortal, the latter Tyndareus, the former Zeus; and of these the one seemed her father because he was, and the other was disproved because he was Gorgias' ineptitude as a writer, "but for Gorgias, each of these putative frigidities is part of his strategy of exposing the artifices used by every rhetor." 26 Thus, conflating two existing words to create a new word, thereby "suggesting that familiar words may always be given new roles to play and hence new meanings in new situations" or by fusing two terms, "Gorgias challenges the assumption that words and things are independent items, the former representing, or mirroring the latter."
27
Aristotle does not define the second frigidity, glosses, but Kennedy suggests that Aristotle means "anything that sounds strange and might puzzle an audience." 28 Consigny expands glosses to include "words that are peripheral to ordinary use because they are strange, provincial, archaic, or obsolete and that require a glossary in order to be understood." 29 This, though, is in keeping with the style Consigny has assigned to Gorgias, for it "implies that discourse is anchored in the local biases of its users, that words are the tools of locally situated speakers, and that consequently the meaning of a word involves situating it in a particular discourse."
30
The third frigidity Aristotle identifies is the use of epithets, but only those that are long, untimely or frequent because such epithets "convict [the writer of these metaphors is that in the first, "doings" are unrelated to "paleness" and in the second agriculture is unrelated to virtue. In both instances Gorgias, according to
Aristotle, fails to "bring before the eyes" a relationship between the two elements of his metaphors because either they lack activity, which is energeia, or the audience does not immediately understand them. However, Aristotle's objections are based on taste. These metaphors lack urbanity according to one hearer, and when one 31 Aristotle, supra note 24, 203. 32 Scott Consigny, supra note 13, 180. 33 Aristotle, supra note 24, 204. 34 Kennedy, note 47, in: Aristotle, supra note 24, 204. 35 Aristotle, supra note 24, 204. 36 Scott Consigny, supra note 13, 182.
ISSN 2029-0454 VOLUME 11, NUMBER 1 2018 196 considers the purpose of the text is not to be urban, but to teach the process of analogizing, Gorgias' metaphors are appropriate because "the far-fetched metaphor draws our attention to the process of metaphoric analogizing as well as to the putative entities being analogized."
37
The texts we have from Gorgias are intended as instruction for his students.
However, they were not merely intended for rote memorization; they were for analysis and emulation. Thus, Gorgias reveals the structure of established genres by parodying them. He reveals how conventional ideas may be challenged through paradox. He also reveals how metaphors analogize through frigidity. is fundamentally participatory, using parody, paradox and frigidity to invite the audience to play with ideas, concepts, and forms.
SOPHISTIC IRONY IN COLBERT'S TESTIMONY
Colbert's testimony is a parody of congressional testimony. His style apes that of the other witnesses that morning, and playfully differs from the genre of testimony. All four witnesses begin their testimonies by acknowledging the committee, thanking them for their time, and stating the group or groups they represent. They then refer to outside sources to support their claims, make reference to the UFW Take Our Jobs campaign, and conclude with a plea for
Congress to intervene in the agricultural labor crisis. By looking at these testimonies, and how Colbert's testimony riffs on them, one sees how Colbert is parodying congressional testimony. These first frigidities offer little room for participation, and little insight into
Colbert's use of sophistic irony, but his frigid metaphor of the invisible hand of the market is more participatory. Colbert says that he would normally leave the problem of seasonal migrant fieldwork to the invisible hand of the market, but "the invisible hand of the market has already moved over 84,000 acres of production and over 22,000 farm jobs to Mexico and shut down over a million acres of U.S.
farm land due to lack of available labor, because, apparently, even the invisible hand doesn't want to pick beans." 55 Colbert's metaphor is laughable because it exaggerates conventional metaphoric associations, and is therefore frigid. While 54 Ibid., 32. 55 Ibid., 33.
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Colbert's metaphor succeeds in bringing before the eyes the motion of the invisible hand as it moves agricultural industry to Mexico, its refusal to pick beans and general exaggeration requires the audience to delve more deeply into the metaphor of the free-market as an invisible hand than they normally would. While this frigid metaphor does not necessarily show the processes of metaphoric analogizing like Colbert's opening remarks, but see a wink and nod we must ask ourselves: is
Colbert only pretending to testify, and are the other witnesses pretending as well?
When Colbert's testimony follows the same patterns, adapting to the nomenclature and norms of congressional testimony, yet departing from these guides in playful ways, we begin to wonder if Congress itself is merely following empty holding patterns.
However, if one ceases to recognize Sophistic irony as satire, then one becomes susceptible to a post-truth mentality. Sophistic irony is not a tool that unravels the mysteries of the universe, uncovering hypocrisy and toppling braggarts. Rather sophistic irony highlights the fabrication of rhetorical form.
Gorgias' speeches are instructional text meant for students to study, not merely Socrates supports this assertion by calling on the god at Delphi as his witness.
Socrates' friend Chaerephon visited the god and asked whether there was anyone wiser than Socrates. The priestess replied that no man was wiser than Socrates.
Upon hearing this Socrates said to himself "I am only too conscious that I have no claim to wisdom, great or small," 59 and proceeded to inspect those who, in many people's opinions, and especially their own, appeared to be wise. In every instance
Socrates found that he was wiser than the individual he inspected, but "neither of us has any knowledge to boast of, but he thinks that he knows something where he 
